INTRODUCTION

In many heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) applications, air handler motors are either off, or on at full speed. However, by adding variable speed control to the air handler, significant energy savings over the standard on/off control can be realized, resulting in significantly reduced cost of operation.

This application note discusses the implementation of a variable speed air handler that utilizes a single phase AC induction motor. The task of designing the variable speed air handler is greatly simplified by using the Microchip Programmable Motor Control Processor Technology (ProMPT) Single Phase Induction Motor Control Evaluation Kit and the PIC18F2539 microcontroller.

The PIC18F2539 microcontroller is an Enhanced FLASH microcontroller that features the Single Phase Induction Motor Control (SPIMC) kernel. The SPIMC kernel enables open loop variable frequency (VF) control and features a programmable voltage versus frequency curve. The PIC18F2539 microcontroller is a natural choice for adding variable speed control to an air handler application.

The ProMPT™ Single Phase Induction Motor Control Evaluation Kit functions as an effective platform for application development. It can be used to control shaded pole and permanent magnet split capacitor type motors. Adding specific features to support the air handler application is accomplished by designing a custom daughter board. In this application, the daughter board merely adds a user interface and temperature sensor to the existing AC induction motor drive.

AC single phase induction motors are used in many household applications, including HVAC, dishwashers, clothes washers and dryers, garage door openers, lawn mowers, and so on. ProMPT technology from Microchip can greatly simplify design and reduce time-to-market for all of these applications.

APPLICATION OVERVIEW

This application note shows how to add variable speed control to an HVAC air handler. The application demonstrates heating only, and does not address control of the heating element, which is assumed to be a simple logic on/off control of a gas furnace or electrical heating coils.

Usually, the target temperature is set by the thermostat installed within a house. In this application, we use a simple user interface consisting of two 8-segment LEDs and two push buttons to set the target temperature. The actual air temperature is measured using the Microchip TC1047 temperature sensor (see Figure 1).

The variable speed functionality is depicted in Figure 2. The air handler operates at full speed when the air temperature is more than 5 degrees Celsius below the target temperature. When the air temperature is within 5 degrees of the target temperature, the air handler speed is proportional to the difference in temperature. As the air temperature within a house falls (for example, because it is cold outside), the air handler speed increases, delivering more hot air into the house.

AC induction motors have a minimum operational speed. To avoid on/off cycling when the actual temperature is near the target temperature, the lower end of the variable speed response curve includes a hysteresis loop. In order for the air handler to turn on at the minimum motor frequency, the actual temperature must be more than 1°C below the target temperature. However, to turn the air handler off, the difference between the two temperatures must be zero. Because on/off cycling is avoided, energy is conserved and air handler operation is quieter and less obtrusive.
The application design is simplified enormously by using the ProMPT Single Phase Induction Motor Control Evaluation Kit (see Figure 3). With the ProMPT board, the task of designing an efficient AC induction drive has already been accomplished. To create a variable speed air handler, it is necessary only to design a simple daughter board that connects to the ProMPT board’s I/O expansion connector and write the necessary firmware (see Figure 4).

All information necessary to use the ProMPT board is published in the following documents:

- ProMPT Single Phase Induction Motor Control Evaluation Kit User’s Guide
- PIC18FXX39 Data Sheet

Readers may refer to these documents for more detailed information on the ProMPT evaluation kit and the PIC18F2539 microcontroller. These documents may be obtained from the Microchip web site.
FIGURE 3: ProMPT SINGLE PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR CONTROL EVALUATION KIT

FIGURE 4: BLOCK DIAGRAM OF APPLICATION COMPONENTS
APPLICATION SPECIFIC HARDWARE

The features specific to the air handler application that are designed onto an application specific daughter board are described below:

Display Module

A 2x8 segment display is used to display the temperature in Celsius. To save on I/O pins, control of the two digits is multiplexed. Because of persistence of vision in the human eye, the digits will appear to be illuminated simultaneously, even though they are actually illuminated one at a time. Because the two decimal segments are not required, a total of nine I/O pins are used to control 14 LED segments.

Push Buttons

Two push buttons are used to adjust the temperature.
- **Up** - adjusts the target temperature upward.
- **Down** - adjusts the target temperature downward.

When either the **Up** or **Down** button is pressed, the temperature begins blinking to indicate that a new target temperature is being set. The blinking target temperature increments or decrements with each press of the up or down button. After five seconds elapse without a button press, the temperature display returns to the present temperature and stops blinking. Each button requires one I/O pin.

Temperature Sensor

Temperature measurement is made easy with a Precision Temperature-to-Voltage Converter. This solid state temperature sensor eliminates the need to perform calibration that is required when using thermocouples. Microchip's TC1047A is a linear voltage output temperature sensor, whose output is directly proportional to the measured temperature. Temperature is easily calculated without having to construct calibrated lookup tables. The TC1047A can accurately measure temperature from -40°C to 125°C, a range more than adequate for a household HVAC application. Supply voltage can vary from 2.5V to 5.5V (see Figure 5). For more information, see the TC1047/TC1047A data sheet. The temperature sensor requires one analog input pin.

**FIGURE 5: PRECISION TEMPERATURE-TO-VOLTAGE CONVERTER**

![Precision Temperature-to-Voltage Converter Diagram](image)

**Note:** In this application, a low-pass filter and shielded cable are used. See schematic in Appendix A.
APPLICATION Firmware Overview

ProMPT motor control functionality is accessed by using the pre-defined Application Program Interface (API) described in Appendix B of this document (this information is also available in Appendix E of the ProMPT Design Accelerator Kit User’s Guide). By using the defined API, powerful motor control tasks can be realized with no knowledge of the underlying microcontroller activities. Figure 6 illustrates how the user developed application firmware interacts with the ProMPT motor control module through the Application Program Interface (API). In essence, the API consists of the library of ProMPT firmware functions that enables control of the ProMPT module, without needing to know the details of its operation.

FIGURE 6: MOTOR CONTROL ARCHITECTURE USING THE PIC18FXX39

REQUIRED FILES

In order to take advantage of the pre-defined ProMPT API, it is necessary to include several files when creating the project in MPLAB® IDE v6.10. These files are described below.

Application Specific Files:
- SmartAir.c Main source code listing
- SmartAir.h Definition file for application

Required files when using the PIC18FXX39 device:
- motor.h Definition file for the motor
- ProMPT_c18.h Prototypes of the API methods used in the application
- 18F2539.lkr Linker file
APPLICATION Firmware Functions

The firmware functions of the variable speed air handler application are outlined below.

| Note: | Tasks denoted with an asterisk (*) are related to control of the AC induction motor. |

1. Initialize the motor control module.*
2. Set the appropriate voltage frequency (VF) curve for the motor.*
3. Execute a continuous loop that performs the following tasks:
   a) Read the temperature sensor connected to ADC channel RA0.
   b) Read the motor current, DC bus voltage, and heatsink temperature.
   c) Read and debounce the button inputs.
   d) If a button is pressed, increment or decrement the target temperature as necessary.
   e) Check for faults.
   f) Compare the actual temperature to the target temperature.
   g) Set the appropriate motor frequency.*
   h) Update the LED display with actual or target temperature.
   i) Continuously control the AC induction motor.*

4. If a fault is present, display fault on LED Fault indicators:
   - E1 - Hardware transient current detection
   - E2 - Heat sink over temperature set at 70°C
   - E3 - Software over current detection set at 6A
   - E4 - DC bus over voltage set at 250V
   - E5 - DC bus under voltage set at 90V

By using the PIC18F2539 and the ProMPT based Single Phase Induction Motor Control kernel, the biggest tasks (those involving motor control) become the simplest ones. The ProMPT API methods make the development of this application very easy. For example, to initialize the motor control module and set a new VF curve for the motor, the API methods are as shown in Example 1.

Constants like motorVFCurve and ACCELERATE are defined in the motor.h file, and are dependant on the specific motor used in the application.

The ProMPT API helps to make the application code easy to write. See Appendix C for the location of the complete source code with comments. A detailed flow chart of the application firmware is shown in Figure 7.

EXAMPLE 1: MOTOR INITIALIZATION API METHODS

```c
ProMPT_Init(0); //Initialize the ProMPT block
//0 is the initial motor frequency

for (i=0;i<17;i++) { //Set the V/F Curve for the motor
    ProMPT_SetVFCurve(i,motorVFCurve[i]);
}

ProMPT_SetAccelRate(ACCELERATE); //Set other Motor Parameters
ProMPT_SetDecelRate(DECELERATE);
ProMPT_SetMotorVoltage(MOTORVOLTAGE);
ProMPT_SetLineVoltage(LINEVOLTAGE);
```
FIGURE 7: APPLICATION FLOW CHART

Start

Initialization

- Initialize Direction bits (TRIS) to PORTA, PORTB and PORTC
- Initialize ProMPT Module
- Set New VF Curve for the Motor
  - Set: Acceleration Rate, Deceleration Rate, Motor Voltage and Input Line Voltage
  - Set Boost Parameters: Boost Time, Boost Frequency, Start, End % Modulation and Enable Boost Mode
- Clear Fault bit
- Initialize Timer0
- Set ADC ‘GO’ bit

Main Loop

- Is GO bit = 0?
  - Service ADC
- Is TMR0IF bit = 1?
  - Update Display
  - Clear TMR0IF
- Is ProMPTick = 1?
  - Button pressed?
  - Y
    - Update TargetTemp
  - N
    - Update Motor Frequency
    - Clear ProMPTick
DEVELOPMENT TOOL SETUP

The following development tools were used to develop this application:

• MPLAB® IDE v6.10 or later version
• MPLAB® C18 C Compiler
• ProMPT™ Design Accelerator Kit with Single Phase Induction Motor
• MPLAB® ICD 2 Programmer/Debugger

The MPLAB ICD 2 is connected to J4 for programming the PIC18F2539 and to debug the program. The ICD 2 should be disconnected when the ProMPT drive is powered from mains. Powering the ProMPT drive when ICD 2 is connected will damage the ICD 2 or the computer connected to it, unless an isolation transformer is used (see Figure 8).

Application development using the ICD 2 and ProMPT MC Eval Board is simplified by using the isolation transformer. The following steps can be followed to develop and debug an application program on the ProMPT MC Eval Kit with an ICD 2.

Without the isolation transformer:

1. Open a new project in MPLAB IDE v6.10 or later.
2. Select MPLAB C18 C compiler as the tool suite.
3. Add the application program and header files to the project.
4. Add the appropriate linker file to the project.
5. Compile and link the project.
6. With mains power disconnected from the ProMPT MC Eval Board, connect MPLAB ICD 2 to J4 connector on the board.
7. Enable “Power target circuit from MPLAB ICD 2” in menu programmer > settings > power.
8. Program the target chip and debug the application code.
10. Power up the ProMPT drive and continue testing.

With the isolation transformer:

1. Open a new project in the MPLAB IDE v6.10 or later.
2. Select MPLAB C18 C compiler as the tool suite.
3. Add the application program and header files to the project.
4. Add the appropriate linker file to the project.
5. Compile and link the project.
6. Disable “Power target circuit from MPLAB ICD 2” in menu programmer > settings > power. MPLAB ICD 2 will be powered from the target board.
7. With the MC Eval kit powered through an isolation transformer (see Figure 8), connect MPLAB ICD 2 to the J4 connector on the board.
8. Program the target chip and debug the application code.
9. If motor frequency is always '0', or motor is left disconnected, MPLAB ICD 2 may be left connected during debugging.
10. To test motor operation, program the target chip with Debug mode disabled, disconnect MPLAB ICD 2, and continue testing.

Warning 1: Power electronics involve inherent risks, both to equipment and personnel. This document assumes that the user has experience with high voltage electronics. Incorrect use of the ProMPT drive can be hazardous to development staff as well as the user of the equipment.

2: Always disconnect the ProMPT drive from power before making connections or jumper settings. After switching off power, wait until the “Power” LED is completely off before working on the drive or motor. Failure to comply with this warning could result in injury or death.
The advantage of the isolation setup shown in Figure 8 is that MPLAB ICD 2 or the computer will not be damaged if MPLAB ICD 2 is connected while the ProMPT drive is powered up. This allows the user to step through code and use other debugging features without disconnecting the ProMPT board from the isolated AC power. In addition, an oscilloscope can be used to look at signals on the ProMPT board.

The jumpers, JP1-4 on the ProMPT board, should be set to "INT" position to read the DC bus voltage (VSENSE), motor current (ISENSE), heat sink temperature (TSENSE) and clear the fault (/CLEAR).

**Note:** Even with the isolation transformer, the ProMPT drive cannot be operated with MPLAB ICD 2 connected. To operate the motor (motor frequency greater than zero), MPLAB ICD 2 must always be disconnected.

**TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF MICROCONTROLLER RESOURCE USE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Memory:</th>
<th>6184 Words (24%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Memory:</td>
<td>41 bytes (3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Peripherals:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>RA0 Temperature Sensor Input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O Port Pins</td>
<td>RB4, RB5 Up and Down Buttons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA5, RC0, RC3 - RC7, RB2, RB3</td>
<td>LED Display Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timers</td>
<td>Timer0 used as a Delay Timer for LED Multiplexing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIMC Kernel</td>
<td>Motor Control Functions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSION

Variable speed control is easily added to an HVAC air handler by using the ProMPT Single Phase Induction Motor Control Evaluation Kit and the PIC18F2539 microcontroller. The Single Phase Induction Motor Control kernel greatly simplifies the design of a single phase induction motor control application. Microchip's Programmable Motor Processor Technology allows the user to develop applications around the Single Phase Induction Motor Control kernel with little or no knowledge of motor control.

The PIC18F2539 microcontroller is suitable for control of shaded pole and permanent magnet split capacitor type motors. These types of AC single phase induction motors are used in many household applications, including HVAC, dishwashers, clothes washers and dryers, garage door openers, lawn mowers, and so on. ProMPT technology from Microchip has the potential to greatly simplify design and reduce time-to-market for all of these applications.
Appendix B: ProMPT APPLICATION PROGRAM INTERFACE (API METHODS)

There are 27 separate API methods for the ProMPT kernel:

**Note:** The operation of the Motor Control module and its APIs is based on an assumed clock frequency of 20 MHz. Changing the oscillator frequency will change the timing used in the Motor Control module accordingly. To achieve the best results in motor control applications, a clock frequency of 20 MHz is highly recommended.

```c
void ProMPT_ClearTick(void)
Resources used: 0 stack levels
Description: This function clears the Tick (62.5 ms) timer flag returned by ProMPT_tick(). This function must be called by any routine that is used for timing purposes.
```

```c
void ProMPT_DisableBoostMode(void)
Resources used: 0 stack levels
Description: This function disables the Boost mode logic. This method should be called before changing any of the Boost mode parameters.
```

```c
void ProMPT_EnableBoostMode(void)
Resources used: 0 stack levels
Description: This function enables the Boost mode logic. Boost mode is entered when a stopped drive is commanded to start. The drive will immediately go to Boost Frequency and ramp from Start Modulation to End Modulation over the time period, Boost Time.
```

```c
unsigned char ProMPT_GetAccelRate(void)
Resources used: 1 stack level
Range of values: 0 to 255
Description: Returns the current Acceleration Rate in Hz/second.
```

```c
unsigned char ProMPT_GetBoostEndModulation(void)
Resources used: 1 stack level
Range of values: 0 to 200
Description: Returns the current End Modulation (in %) used in the Boost logic.
```

```c
unsigned char ProMPT_GetBoostFrequency(void)
Resources used: 1 stack level
Range of values: 0 to 127
Description: Returns the current Boost Frequency in Hz.
```

```c
unsigned char ProMPT_GetBoostStartModulation(void)
Resources used: 1 stack level
Range of values: 0 to BoostEndModulation
Description: Returns the Start Modulation (in %) used in the Boost logic.
```
unsigned char ProMPT_GetBoostTime()
Resources used: 1 stack level
Range of values: 0 to 255
Description: Returns the time in seconds for Boost mode.

unsigned char ProMPT_GetDecelRate()
Resources used: 1 stack level
Range of values: 0 to 255
Description: Returns the current Deceleration Rate in Hz/second.

unsigned char ProMPT_GetFrequency(void)
Resources used: 1 stack level
Range of values: 0 to 127
Description: Returns the current output frequency in Hz. This may not be the frequency commanded due to Boost or Accel/Decel logic.

unsigned char ProMPT_GetModulation(void)
Resources used: Hardware Multiplier; 1 stack level
Range of values: 0 to 200
Description: Returns the current output modulation in %.

unsigned char ProMPT_GetParameter(unsigned char parameter)
Resources used: 1 stack level
Description: In addition to its pre-defined API methods, the ProMPT kernel allows the user to custom define up to 16 functions for control or communication purposes not covered by the ProMPT APIs. These parameters are used to communicate with motor control GUI evaluation tools, such as Microchip’s DashDriveMPTM. This method returns the current value of any one of the parameters.

unsigned char ProMPT_GetVFCurve(unsigned char point)
Resources used: Hardware Multiplier; 1 stack level
Description: This function returns one of the 17 modulation values (in %) of the V/F curve. Each point represents a frequency increment of 8 Hz, ranging from point 0 (0 Hz) to point 16 (128 Hz).

void ProMPT_Init(unsigned char PWMfrequency)
Resources used: 64 Bytes RAM; Timer2; PWM1 and PWM2; High Priority Interrupt Vector; Hardware Multiplier; fast call/return; FSR 0; TBLPTR; 2 stack levels
PWMfrequency values: 0 or 1
Description: This function must be called before all other ProMPT methods, and it must be called only once. This routine configures Timer2 and the PWM outputs.
When PWMfrequency is ‘0’, the module’s operating frequency is 9.75 kHz. When PWMfrequency is ‘1’, the module’s operating frequency is 19.53 kHz.
Note: Since the high priority interrupt is used, the fast call/return cannot be used by other routines.
void ProMPT_SetAccelRate(unsigned char rate)
Resources used: 0 stack level
rate range: 0 to 255
Description: Sets the acceleration to the value of rate in Hz/second. The default setting is 10 Hz/s.

void ProMPT_SetBoostEndModulation(unsigned char modulation)
Resources used: Hardware Multiplier; 0 stack levels
modulation range: 0 to 200
Description: Sets the End Modulation (in %) for the Boost logic. Boost mode operates at Boost Frequency, and the modulation ramps from BoostStartModulation to BoostEndModulation. This function should not be called while Boost is enabled.

unsigned char ProMPT_SetBoostFrequency(unsigned char frequency)
Resources used: 0 stack levels
frequency range: 0 to 127
Description: Sets the frequency the drive goes to in Boost mode. Frequency must be < 128. On exit, w = 0 if the command is successful, or w = FFh if the frequency is out of range. This function should not be called while Boost is enabled.

void ProMPT_SetBoostStartModulation(unsigned char modulation)
Resources used: Hardware Multiplier; 0 stack levels
modulation range: 0 to BoostEndModulation
Description: Sets the Start Modulation (in %) for the Boost logic. Boost mode operates at Boost Frequency, and the modulation ramps from BoostStartModulation to BoostEndModulation. This function should not be called while Boost is enabled.

void ProMPT_SetBoostTime(unsigned char time)
Resources used: Hardware Multiplier; 0 stack levels
time range: 0 to 255
Description: Sets the amount of time in seconds for the Boost mode. Boost mode operates at Boost Frequency, and the modulation ramps from BoostStartModulation to BoostEndModulation over BoostTime. This function should not be called while Boost is enabled.

void ProMPT_SetDecelRate(unsigned char rate)
Resources used: 0 stack levels
rate range: 0 to 255
Description: Sets the deceleration to the value of rate in Hz per second. The default setting is 5 Hz/s.

unsigned char ProMPT_SetFrequency(unsigned char frequency)
Resources used: 2 stack levels
frequency range: 0 to 127
Description: Sets the output frequency of the drive if the drive is running. Frequency is limited to 0 to 127, but should be controlled within the valid operational range of the motor. Modulation is determined from the V/F curve, which is set up with the ProMPT_SetVFCurve method. If frequency = 0, the drive will stop. If the drive is stopped and frequency > 0, the drive will start.
void ProMPT_SetLineVoltage(unsigned char voltage)

Resources used: Hardware Multiplier; 0 stack levels

voltage range: 0 to 255

Description: Sets the line voltage for Automatic Voltage Compensation. The units for SetLineVoltage and SetMotorVoltage must be the same for accurate operation. The values passed to SetMotorVoltage and SetLineVoltage can be the same to disable voltage compensation.

void ProMPT_SetMotorVoltage(unsigned char voltage)

Resources used: Hardware Multiplier; 0 stack levels

voltage range: 0 to 255

Description: Sets the motor rating for Automatic Voltage Compensation. The units for SetLineVoltage and SetMotorVoltage must be the same for accurate operation. The values passed to SetMotorVoltage and SetLineVoltage can be the same to disable voltage compensation.

void ProMPT_SetParameter(unsigned char parameter, unsigned char value)

Resources used: 0 stack levels

parameter range:

Description: In addition to its pre-defined API methods, the ProMPT kernel allows the user to custom define up to 16 functions for control or communication purposes not covered by the ProMPT APIs. This function sets the value of the specified user defined function.

void ProMPT_SetPWMfrequency(unsigned char PWMfrequency)

PWMfrequency values: 0 or 1

Resources used: Timer2; 1 stack level

Description: This sets and changes the PWM switching frequency. Typically, this is set with the Init() function. When PWMfrequency is ‘0’, the module’s operating frequency is 9.75 kHz. When PWMfrequency is ‘1’, the module’s operating frequency is 19.53 kHz.

void ProMPT_SetVFCurve(unsigned char point, unsigned char value)

Resources used: Hardware Multiplier; 0 stack level

point range: 0 to 16 (0 = 0 Hz, 1 = 8 Hz, 2 = 16 Hz…… 17 = 128 Hz)

value range: 0 to 200

Description: This sets one of the 17 modulation values (in %) for the V/F curve. Each point represents a frequency increment of 8 Hz, ranging from point 0 (0 Hz) to point 16 (128 Hz).

unsigned char ProMPT_Tick(void)

Resources used: 1 stack level

Description: The value of the Tick timer flag becomes ‘1’ every 62.5 ms (1/16 second). This can be used for timing applications. clearTick must be called in the timing routine when this is serviced.
APPENDIX C: SOURCE CODE

Due to size considerations, the complete source code for this application note is not included in the text. A complete version of the source code, with all required support files, is available for download as a Zip archive from the Microchip web site at:

www.microchip.com
Note the following details of the code protection feature on Microchip devices:

- Microchip products meet the specification contained in their particular Microchip Data Sheet.
- Microchip believes that its family of products is one of the most secure families of its kind on the market today, when used in the intended manner and under normal conditions.
- There are dishonest and possibly illegal methods used to breach the code protection feature. All of these methods, to our knowledge, require using the Microchip products in a manner outside the operating specifications contained in Microchip's Data Sheets. Most likely, the person doing so is engaged in theft of intellectual property.
- Microchip is willing to work with the customer who is concerned about the integrity of their code.
- Neither Microchip nor any other semiconductor manufacturer can guarantee the security of their code. Code protection does not mean that we are guaranteeing the product as "unbreakable."

Code protection is constantly evolving. We at Microchip are committed to continuously improving the code protection features of our products.
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